Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
Says She’s ‘Only Had Two
Boyfriends’
By Jessica DeRubbo
In latest celebrity news, it turns out that Gwen Stefani
doesn’t have a type, because, well, she’s only had two
boyfriends, ever! According to UsMagazine.com, Stefani said,
“You know I’ve only had two boyfriends, right? So I’m not like
— when you say that, it just sounds funny. It’s just so
limited. No, I do not [have a type]. That’s a funny question.
I’m gonna just stop right there.” Blake Shelton’s current love
was in a celebrity relationship with and married to Gavin
Rossdale for 13 years (whom she apparently doesn’t count as
one of her two boyfriends). Prior to both Shelton and
Rossdale, she dated her bandmate Tony Kanal for seven years.

This celebrity news is pretty
surprising! How do you know when
you’ve begun dating around too
much?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are definitely merits to playing the field, but then
again, too much of a good thing doesn’t usually turn out
positively. Cupid has some signs that you’ve been dating
around too much:
1. You can’t name your last three dates: If you’ve having a

hard time remembering who you last went on a date with, and
who was before that, and who was before that, you might have
an over-dating problem. If you’re looking for a relationship
and aren’t just dating around to date around, consider taking
things a little bit more slowly and trying to get to know your
dates prior to going out with them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Are Gwen Stefani and Blake
Shelton More Than Friends?
2. Kissing has begun to lose its meaning: At the end of most
of your dates, you’re no doubt giving them a kiss goodbye, if
there’s at least a little spark of attraction there. If this
is just run of the mill for you and no big deal, then it’s
probably time to take a step back and reassess your dating
life. Kissing should be meaningful!
Related Link: Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani Returns to ‘The
Voice’ Post Celebrity Divorce News
3. He never called, and you didn’t notice: If, after a date,
someone doesn’t call you, usually you’re hyper aware of that.
If you don’t even notice, that’s a bad sign! It means you’re
not invested in the dates you go on and you’re just playing
the field for no reason. Consider pumping some feeling back
into the game!
What are some other signs you’re dating around too much? Share
your thoughts below.

